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Abstract. Existing methods for event stream super-resolution (SR) ei-
ther require high-quality and high-resolution frames or underperform for
large factor SR. To address these problems, we propose a recurrent neural
network for event SR without frames. First, we design a temporal propa-
gation net for incorporating neighboring and long-range event-aware con-
texts that facilitates event SR. Second, we build a spatiotemporal fusion
net for reliably aggregating the spatiotemporal clues of event stream.
These two elaborate components are tightly synergized for achieving
satisfying event SR results even for 16× SR. Synthetic and real-world
experimental results demonstrate the clear superiority of our method.
Furthermore, we evaluate our method on two downstream event-driven
applications, i.e., object recognition and video reconstruction, achieving
remarkable performance boost over existing methods.
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1 Introduction

Event cameras, the novel bio-inspired imaging sensors, have accelerated the in-
novation in machine vision-enabled systems [4,13,43]. By taking a clue from hu-
man vision system, event cameras release a new form of vision capture enabling
a promising ability to support diverse operating requirements such as stringent
power consumption, demanding memory needs, high speed motion perception,
and high dynamic range (HDR) scene imaging [13]. Therefore, the use of event
cameras has fast gained wide acceptance recently [1, 3, 9, 14, 15, 15, 20, 22, 27, 30,
37–42,44,45,45–47,52–55,59,68–71,73].

In spite of many advantages, the spatial resolution of most commercial event
cameras is relatively low due to the physical limitation [43]. Although some high-
resolution (HR) devices, such as Prophesee Gen4 CD event cameras, have been
developed, they are inevitably limited by low speed and high power consump-
tion. To reconcile this problem, some works have been proposed to approach
the event super-resolution (SR) task. Duan et al. [12] and Wang et al. [58]
attempted to directly predict a super-resolved event count map via deep learn-
ing techniques or optimization frameworks for restoring HR event streams. Li
et al. [34] and Li et al. [33] performed event SR by simultaneously estimating
the spatiotemporal distribution using either a sparse signal representation [64]
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with a non-homogeneous poisson process or spiking neural networks (SNNs) [18].
However, these methods still have two major limitations: 1) Joint filtering with
intensity frames for restoring the HR event stream relies heavily on the quality of
HR frames and the accuracy of optical flow estimation, which is computationally
expensive [58]. 2) Super-resolving event streams by large factors i.e., 8×, 16×,
is rather comprehensively unexplored due to tough network training [12, 34] or
inaccurate spatiotemporal distribution estimation [33].

This work aims to address the above two challenges. Ideally, frame-assisted
event SR strongly demands high-quality HR frames. However, the capture of
RGB cameras is susceptible to deterioration caused by harsh environments, e.g.,
high speed motion and HDR scenes, leading to blurry and over(under)-exposure
frames that may harm event SR due to the lack of sharp edges. Moreover, further
processing of frames for accurate optical flow is typically time-consuming [58]. In
this paper, we demonstrate the feasibility of achieving event SR solely with pure
events, which is practical for real-world capture without RGB cameras. On the
other hand, for large factor event SR, 3D UNet and SNNs used in existing works
[12,34] to build an LR-HR projection are intractable to train due to unaccessible
memory requirement. It thus calls for multiple times of small-factor SR to obtain
large factor SR results, which leads to inevitable performance degradation while
sacrificing the running time. In this paper, we make an attempt to use the
recurrent neural network for event SR. Without the assistance of frames, we
demonstrate that the proposed method is able to achieve the state-of-the-art
results in one forward pass, even for 16× SR.

Specifically, we design our recurrent network by constructing two novel com-
ponents, i.e., a temporal propagation net (TPNet) and a spatiotemporal fusion
net (STFNet). In order to effectively relate and model the sequential temporal
correlation of event stream, we devise the TPNet by jointly embedding a local
temporal correlation module implemented by the attention mechanism and a
global temporal correlation module built upon the recursive state update mech-
anism. With these two elaborate modules, we can adaptively incorporate the
event-aware contexts from both a local range and a global range, favorably pro-
moting event SR. Moreover, for reliably aggregating the local and global tem-
poral correlations captured by the TPNet, we build the STFNet that contains
a gated temporal fusion module and an adaptive spatiotemporal fusion module,
which are tightly collaborated for reliable aggregation.

We summarize our main contributions as four-fold: 1) We propose an ad-
vanced solution using a recurrent neural network to approach event SR, which
gets rid of dependence on high-quality and HR frames and suits for large factor
SR (even 16×); 2) We design two novel components, i.e., a temporal propagation
net and a spatiotemporal fusion net, for effectively relating and aggregating the
sequential spatiotemporal clues of event stream; 3) Synthetic and real-world ex-
perimental results demonstrate the clear superiority of our method over existing
methods for event SR; 4) Superior performance on two downstream event-driven
applications, i.e., object recognition and video reconstruction, reconfirms the ef-
fectiveness of our method.
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Fig. 1. Overall pipeline. First, the input LR event stream is spatially enlarged by up-
sampling tools to generate the coarse SR event stream. Then, the recurrent neural
network is employed for the fine SR event stream. Three components, i.e., pyramidal
feature extractor (PFE), temporal propagation net (TPNet) and spatiotemporal fu-
sion net (STFNet) are tightly integrated in our recurrent network. The blocks with
the same color are sharing weights.

2 Related Work

Frame SR. The frame SR task has been investigated for many years and
achieved significant progresses. Classic methods aim to super-resolve images
by exploiting the statistical image priors to build a regression function from
LR to HR images, which can be achieved by neighbor embedding [2, 7], sparse
coding [49, 50, 65, 67] and internal patch recurrence [19, 24]. The recent deep
learning based SR methods have shown excellent performance and dominated
the field of frame SR. For single image SR (SISR), Dong et al. [11] first applied
convolutional neural networks (CNNs) to build an end-to-end LR-HR mapping
for SISR. The works with advanced neural network architectures [32, 36, 51]
are further reported, significantly promoting performance of SISR. For video
SR (VSR), VESCP [5] is the pioneering work for approaching VSR by jointly
training optical flow estimation and spatiotemporal networks. Recently, more
works [6, 25, 26, 28, 48, 57, 61, 62] have been proposed by investigating more so-
phisticated components to address the propagation and alignment problems.
Event SR. Compared with natural images, the event stream, captured by sens-
ing the intensity changes, is essentially a kind of spatiotemporal data. To super-
resolve the event stream, accurate spatial and temporal distributions need to be
estimated. A few works [12,33,34,58] have been developed to approach event SR.
Similar to hybrid imaging [23,31,56,66], Wang et al. [58] developed a novel opti-
mization framework termed as GEF, which took advantages of both frame-based
and event-based sensing, to achieve the HR and noise-robust event stream. How-
ever, GEF is severely deteriorated when the auxiliary frame is visually blurry
or the optical flow is inaccurately estimated. Duan et al. [12] proposed a novel
network based on 3D U-Net with an event-to-image (E2I) module to learn the
correspondence between the LR event stream and the HR event stream. Li et
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al. [33] utilized a sparse signal representation method [64] to acquire the spa-
tial distribution of the event stream and then modeled a spatiotemporal filter
to generate the temporal rate function. They finally used a non-homogeneous
poisson process to simulate the per-pixel events. To build an end-to-end projec-
tion in the event domain, Li et al. [34] proposed a novel learning-based method
with SNNs to achieve the HR event stream. The spatiotemporal constraint learn-
ing enables SNNs to learn the spatial and temporal distribution simultaneously.
These works [12, 33, 34, 58] are pioneers in the field of event SR, however, they
either strongly depend on extra frames or fail in dealing with large factor event
SR. This paper presents a new method to super-resolve the event stream even
by a large factor, without the auxiliary of high-quality and HR frames.

3 Method

3.1 Problem Definition

The output of event cameras can be represented as a sparse stream E = {ek}Ne

k=1,
where Ne is the number of events. Each event ek ∈ E is denoted as a four-element
tuple (xk, yk, tk, pk), representing spatial coordinates, timestamp and polarity
respectively. The problem of event SR is to predict HR event stream based on
LR event stream. Specifically, we denote LR event stream as EL =

{
eLk (x

L
k , y

L
k )
}

(timestamp and polarity are omitted here for brevity), where xL
k ∈ [1,WL], yLk ∈

[1, HL]. The goal of event SR is to obtain HR event stream EH =
{
eHk (x

H
k , y

H
k )

}
using LR event stream EL. The spatial coordinates of eHk are subject to xH

k ∈
[1,WH ], yHk ∈ [1, HH ].

The event stream is essentially sparse and spatiotemporal data that is dif-
ferent from natural images. Usually, a three-stage solution [12, 58] is utilized
to super-resolve the event stream. First, the temporal dimension of LR event
stream is reduced by counting the event number to get a 2D LR Event Count
Map (ECM), which describes the spatial distribution. Then the LR ECM is fur-
ther processed by the designed algorithm, generating the HR ECM. Finally, the
temporal distribution can be restored by randomly or uniformly assigning the
timestamps according to the HR ECM, yielding the final HR event stream.

3.2 Overall Pipeline

In this paper, we construct an upsampling-refinement pipeline for event SR.
Specifically, we first upsample LR ECML by counting the event number of LR
event stream EL to acquire coarse SR ECM: ECMSR

coarse = Upsample(ECML).
Then the refinement is performed on coarse ECMSR

coarse for producing fine ECM:
ECMSR

fine = Refine(ECMSR
coarse), which is then redistributed for HR sparse event

stream. We illustrate the overview of upsampling-refinement pipeline in Fig. 1.
The commonly-used upsampling tool in frame-based vision, bicubic, can be

a natural choice for the operator Upsample(·). However, bicubic as an interpo-
lation method derives a new value for a new coordinate, inevitably introduc-
ing interpolation noise that may be harmful for event SR as shown in Fig. 4.
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As an alternative, we develop a simpler yet effective upsampling tool tailored
for event data, named coordinate relocation. In contrast to bicubic, coordinate
relocation is directly performed in event domain, which is noise-free and pre-
serves the spatiotemporal distribution of the input event stream. Specifically,
coordinate relocation is used to convert LR event stream EL to SR event stream:
ESR
cr = CoordinateRelocate(EL). The spatial coordinates of ESR

cr can be calculated

as: xSR
cr = Round

(
xL

WL ·WH
)
, ySRcr = Round

(
yL

HL ·HH
)
. The operator Round(·)

is employed to convert the derived coordinates xSR
cr , ySRcr to integer values. We

then convert ESR
cr to the coarse SR ECMSR

coarse by counting the event number,
which is further enhanced by the refinement network. We provide experimental
comparisons between bicubic and coordinate relocation in Sec. 5.

3.3 Recurrent Neural Network for Event SR

Through upsampling operation, we obtain the coarse SR ECMSR
coarse. As shown

in Fig. 1, ECMSR
coarse is still severely corrupted, calling for further detail restora-

tion to approach the ground-truth ECMGT. To achieve this, we propose a
Recurrent neural network for Event stream Super-Resolution, termed as Re-
cEvSR, to model the internal spatiotemporal correlation of event stream. We
demonstrate the overview network in Fig. 1. Our RecEvSR consists of three elab-
orately designed components, i.e., pyramidal feature extractor, temporal prop-
agation net and spatiotemporal fusion net. In the following, we elaborate the
motivations of designing these network components.
Pyramidal Feature Extractor (PFE).After upsampling the LR event stream
EL, we consider the sequence of ECMSR

coarse as the input to the pyramidal feature
extractor. The potential reason of choosing a sequence is related to the balance
between expensive computation of event-by-event processing and temporal cor-
relation loss of event-by-count processing. As aforementioned in Sec. 3.2, pro-
ducing ECM is computationally tractable, yet inevitably introduces temporal
correlation loss. Therefore, all ECMSR

coarse in a sequence are utilized as a rem-
edy for partially recovering the lost temporal correlation in a single ECM. The
number of ECM in a sequence is 3 for all experiments (as in Fig. 1), which can
be increased for better results but with high training cost.

Specifically, our pyramidal feature extractor consists of a head and three
stacked convolutional blocks. The head is employed to transform each ECMSR

coarse

in a sequence to a high-dimensional feature while keeping the spatial resolution.
Subsequently, three stacked convolutional blocks further embed the sequence of
high-dimensional features while reducing the spatial resolution by 2× step by
step. In such a way, we finally obtain the deep pyramidal features at different
timestamps, forming a feature sequence

Seq[FPFE ] = PFE(Seq[ECMSR
coarse]), (1)

where Seq[·] denotes a sequence of specified components. We omit the timestamp
for brevity.
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(a) Local temporal correlation module (b) Global temporal correlation module
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Fig. 2. The details of temporal propagation net, which consists of a local temporal
correlation module and a global temporal correlation module. Zoom in for best view.

Notably, the pyramidal feature sequence generated by PFE implies two kinds
of hidden clues: the temporal clues encoded by the same-scale features at different
timestamps and the spatial clues encoded by the different-scale features at the
same timestamp. We need to answer two questions here: 1) how to excavate the
temporal clues? 2) how to aggregate the spatiotemporal clues?

Temporal Propagation Net (TPNet). At the beginning, let’s take the first
question into account. As discussed above, PFE is utilized to embed the input
sequence of ECMSR

coarse to acquire the deep pyramidal features at each times-
tamp. However, the temporal correlation among the deep pyramid features over
different timestamps are not considered explicitly or implicitly, inevitably re-
sulting in loss of intersected temporal event-aware information that favorably
promotes event SR. To solve this problem, we build a temporal propagation net
to further recover the lost intersected temporal clues.

Inspired by [60, 63], we design the temporal propagation net by construct-
ing two separated modules: local temporal correlation module (LTC) for locally
modeling short-term temporal clues, and global temporal correlation module
(GTC) for globally modeling long-term temporal clues. As shown in Fig. 2, for
each timestamp, LTC take as input the feature sequence Seq[FPFE ] : {F0, F1, F2}
generated by PFE. For efficient processing, we only utilize the features with the
smallest scale. We then use two convolutional blocks to produce two spatial at-
tention maps {M0,M1}, which describe the spatial reliability of {F0, F2}. The
rectified boundary features and central feature are concatenated and fused with
a residual connection to obtain the final output FLTC

1 . For GTC, we choose the
bidirectional temporal propagation [60,63] built upon GRU [8], for fully exploring
the global temporal information of event streams. First bidirectional local tempo-
ral feature sequences: {FLTC

0 , FLTC
1 , FLTC

2 } and {FLTC
2 , FLTC

1 , FLTC
0 } are gen-

erated, which are then fed into GRU. We concatenate the outputs of GRU at each
timestamp and then embed them before adding the original central feature se-
quence {F0, F1, F2} to obtain the final output Seq[FTPN ] : {FTPN

0 , FTPN
1 , FTPN

2 }.
The forward process of TPNet can be formulated as

Seq[FTPN ] = GTC(LTC(Seq[FPFE ])). (2)
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(b) Adaptive spatiotemporal fusion module(a) Gated temporal fusion module
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Fig. 3. The details of spatiotemporal fusion net, which consists of a gated temporal
fusion module and an adaptive spatiotemporal module. Zoom in for best view.

The designed LTC module implemented by attention mechanism is respon-
sible for adaptively incorporating the neighboring event-aware contexts, which
facilitates event SR from a local range. Exploiting recursive state update mech-
anism, GTC module is capable of implicitly embedding spatiotemporal clues of
event stream into internal memories of the model for effective propagation in
a long-range event sequence, thus favorably boosting event SR from a global
range. The resultant FTPN preserves the local and global temporal correlation
simultaneously, capable of recovering fine-grained event-aware details.

Spatiotemporal Fusion Net (STFNet). We then answer the second ques-
tion. As aforementioned, the feature sequence Seq[FTPN ] generated by TPNet
captures intersected temporal clues both locally and globally. Nevertheless, each
FPFE in Seq[FPFE ] maintains the unique spatiotemporal context details from
currently fired events that are not included in other FPFE . In order to acquire
the embedded representation at the central timestamp, we design a spatiotempo-
ral fusion net, which consists of a gated temporal fusion module (GTF ) and an
adaptive spatiotemporal fusion module (ASTF ). Particularly, GTF aggregates
the Seq[FTPN ] by TPNet using feature alignment and attention-based gated fu-
sion for producing reliable output, while ASTF is responsible for progressively
aligning pyramidal sequence Seq[FPFE ] by PFE using adaptive selection, mean-
while forming a skip connection for favoring network training (see Fig. 1).

As shown in Fig. 3, for GTF , we fuse the outputs by TPNet: {FTPN
0 , FTPN

1 }
via a two-stage process. First, we align the feature FTPN

0 to the central times-
tamp using the deformable neural network (DCN) [10,72]. Then, we concatenate
the output of DCN with the central feature FTPN

1 to further produce the spatial
attention maps {SM0, SM1} and channel attention maps {CM0, CM1} for fus-
ing features in both spatial and channel dimensions. For ASTF , we use the skip
connection to aggregate the outputs of PFE and TPNet. Specifically, for each
scale (three scales in PFE), the feature sequence generated by PFE is first con-
catenated and then embedded by a convolutional block to produce three spatial
attention maps {M0,M1,M2}, representing the reliability of input features at
different timestamps. We then average the weighted features before adding the
aligned feature by GTF for final output as shown in Fig. 1. Mathematically, the
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central feature can be derived as

FC = STFNet(Seq[FPFE ], Seq[FTPN ]). (3)

The resultant FC is then employed to reconstruct the ECMSR
fine, which is further

redistributed to the final sparse event stream.
Objective Function. We train our RecEvSR in a sequence clip, of which the
length is further investigated in Sec. 5. Given the reconstructed ECMSR

fine,t and

its ground-truth ECMGT
t at timestamp t, we define the loss function L as

L =
∑T

t=1 MSE(ECMSR
fine,t, ECMGT

t ), (4)

where T denotes the number of ECMSR
fine in a sequence clip and MSE(·) rep-

resents the mean square error function.

4 Experimental Results

To validate the effectiveness of our proposed method, we conduct comprehen-
sive experiments on both synthetic and real-world datasets, and evaluate the
performance in both quantitative and qualitative ways.
Datasets and settings. ENFS-real [12] is the first real-world dataset involving
multi-scale LR-HR pairs for event SR, captured by a display-camera system.
However, the resolution of this dataset is limited by the capturing devices and
8(16)× data pairs are not developed. As a remedy, based on NFS [29], we first
generate multi-scale frames and then convert them to events using the event
simulator [16] for building a new synthetic dataset, termed as ENFS-syn, which
involves 2(4, 8, 16)× LR-HR pairs for training and testing. Our ENFS-syn con-
tains 161 sequences for 65 scenes. The duration of each sequence is no more than
30 seconds. The maximum resolution is 1280× 720, while the minimum resolu-
tion is 80× 45. Moreover, we also utilize the HR frames from RGB-DAVIS [58]
to synthesize another synthetic dataset called RGB-DAVIS-syn. Each aforemen-
tioned dataset is randomly splitted for training and testing. Following [12,58], we
use RMSE as the evaluation metric. We also apply random horizontal, vertical
and polarity flip for data augmentation in training. Please see the supplementary
document for details of synthetic datasets and more experimental settings.
Baselines. We make comparisons with EventZoom [12], the first learning-based
method for approaching event SR. We use the code provided by the project to
conduct all experiments. We retrained the E2I module in EventZoom to con-
struct the whole architecture as suggested. For large factor SR, we run the
EventZoom-2× model multiple times, which is also adopted in [12]. We have
tried to train a single EventZoom for large factor SR but failed due to expen-
sive training cost of 3D-UNet. Moreover, we construct a variant of EventZoom,
termed as EventZoom-cr, by combining EventZoom-1x [12] and coordinate relo-
cation upsampling. As for other event SR methods [33, 34, 58], they either need
frames as an auxiliary or only fit simple scenes, posing a challenge to make a
fair comparison with them. We also make comparisons with the representative
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second case (below) is from RGB-DAVIS-syn. The 16× SR results of EventZoom-cr
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events. Obviously for large factor SR, with severely corrupted LR events as the input,
our method still recovers perceptually fine details. Bicubic introduces interpolation
noise. SRFBN [35] cannot estimate the visual-satisfying results and EventZoom [12]
fires wrong events. Zoom in for best view.

Table 1. Quantitative comparisons among bicubic, SRFBN [35], EventZoom [12],
EventZoom-cr and ours on synthetic and real-world datasets in terms of RMSE. Best
in bold.

Methods 2× 4× 8× 16× 2× 4× 2× 4×
ENFS-syn RGB-DAVIS-syn ENFS-real

bicubic 0.821 0.784 0.791 0.764 0.387 0.378 0.899 0.969
SRFBN 0.694 0.690 0.708 0.678 0.366 0.362 0.669 0.753
EventZoom 0.843 1.036 2.385 5.970 0.583 1.100 0.773 0.910
EventZoom-cr 0.844 0.833 0.823 - 0.604 0.614 0.775 0.828
Ours 0.686 0.653 0.617 0.582 0.352 0.329 0.663 0.663

methods of frame-based SR, i.e., bicubic and SRFBN [35], which are omitted
in [12]. It should be noted that directly applying the framed-based SR methods
to super-resolve event streams may fail. For example, we found it hard to train
the representative video SR method, RBPN [21], for the event SR task. We at-
tribute it to two reasons: 1) value of ECM represents spatial distribution that is
unlimited, while value of frame is typically no more than 255; 2) ECM is sparse
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Fig. 5. Visual comparisons for large factor SR (8(16) ×) on real-world dataset (ENFS-
real) among bicubic, SRFBN [35], EventZoom [12], EventZoom-cr and ours. The 16×
SR results of EventZoom-cr are not provided due to high training cost. Obviously,
we achieve superior performance for large factor SR compared with baselines, though
our network is trained using synthetic datasets, which demonstrates our outstanding
generalization ability against baselines. Zoom in for best view.

and primarily contains edge information, while frame is dense and reflects more
conceptual contexts. The essential discrepancy of event data and frame data mo-
tivates us to design the specific algorithm for event SR instead of direct adoption
of existing frame-based SR methods.
Results on synthetic datasets. We present the quantitative comparison re-
sults on the synthetic datasets, i.e., ENFS-syn and RGB-DAVIS-syn, in Tab. 1.
Compared with EventZoom, in terms of RMSE, our method achieves near 30%
performance boost on average for 2(4)× SR on two datasets. For 8(16)× SR, our
method presents clear superiority over EventZoom, yielding over 80% average
RMSE gain on ENFS-syn. Compared with frame-based methods, our method
still performs favorably against bicubic and SRFBN especially for 8(16)× SR,
achieving a relative gain of over 19% in terms of RMSE on ENFS-syn. Fur-
thermore, EventZoom-cr with coordinate relocation upsampling is able to sig-
nificantly boost EventZoom for large factor SR, achieving 65.49% and 44.18%
RMSE gain for 8× SR on ENFS-syn and 4× SR on RGB-DAVIS-syn, respec-
tively. For qualitative comparison, we visualize the super-resolved event streams
of all methods in Fig. 4. We can see that our method can restore perceptually
better texture details and sharper edges from the severely corrupted LR event
stream, accurately presenting the complex scene motion variation, especially for
8(16)× SR. The interpolation noise of bicubic can be obviously observed in Fig. 4,
leading to harmful interference for event SR. Notably, although the numerical
results in Tab. 1 show that EventZoom underperforms bicubic, the visual results
of EventZoom in Fig. 4 are better than those of bicubic. We present more visual
results in the supplementary document.
Results on real-world dataset. For real-world evaluation on ENFS-real [12],
we give the quantitative results in Tab. 1. In terms of RMSE for 2(4)× SR,
our method achieves performance boost on average of 20% over EventZoom
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Table 2. Quantitative results of additive
noise evaluation in terms of RMSE.

Methods 0 10% 20% 30%

bicubic 0.784 0.797 0.812 0.827
SRFBN 0.689 0.692 0.696 0.701
EventZoom 1.036 1.063 1.082 1.093
EventZoom-cr 0.833 0.830 0.829 0.831
Ours 0.653 0.659 0.667 0.676

Table 3. Ablation on upsampling
method and recurrent neural network.
“bi” means bicubic, “cr” means coordi-
nate relocation.

Methods 2× 4× 8×
RMSE ↓

EventZoom 0.843 1.036 2.385
EventZoom-bi 0.845 0.833 0.838
EventZoom-cr 0.844 0.833 0.823
RecEvSR-bi 0.694 0.655 0.619
RecEvSR-cr (Ours) 0.686 0.653 0.617

upsampling time (ms)
bicubic 57.6 217.3 892.2
coordinate relocation 0.2 0.2 0.2

Table 4. Ablation on network compo-
nents. RMSE value is reported.

Variants LTC GTC GTF ASTF RMSE

model#A × ✓ ✓ ✓ 0.704
model#B ✓ × ✓ ✓ 0.697
model#C ✓ ✓ × ✓ 0.701
model#D ✓ ✓ ✓ × 0.698
model#E ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 0.695

Table 5. Ablation on training settings.
RMSE value is reported.

Metrics
Sequence length Augmentation

3 6 9 12 w/o aug w/ aug

RMSE 0.699 0.691 0.689 0.687 0.693 0.688

(EventZoom-cr) and 17% over frame-based methods. For 8(16)× SR, we can-
not provide the quantitative comparisons due to no ground-truth data in the
ENFS-real. Therefore, we only exhibit the visual results in Fig. 5, using the
pre-trained models on our synthetic ENFS-syn to super-resolve the LR event
streams in ENFS-real. It can be clearly observed from Fig. 5 that, although with
the severely-corrupted LR event stream as the input, we achieve the visually-
satisfying real-world 8(16)× SR results with fine-grained textures against base-
lines, presenting the strong generalization over baselines. More real-world visual
results can be found in the supplementary document.
Results of noise robustness evaluation. We also conduct noise robustness
evaluation on ENFS-syn by adding the extra random noise into input event
stream. We manually control the noise level, the percentage of input event num-
ber, to investigate the effect of noise for different methods. We conduct 4× SR
for this experiment. Tab. 2 presents the numerical results. As can be seen, our
method achieves best results compared with others, demonstrating the satisfying
noise robustness of our method.

5 Ablation Study

In this section, we present more experimental analysis of our method from four
aspects: upsampling method, recurrent neural network, recurrent network com-
ponents and training settings. Before presenting the detailed results, we describe
a nomenclature for the variants. The names of variants follow the pattern “A-B”,
where “B” represents the upsampling method to spatially zooming LR events
and “A” represents the backbone network for further refinement. We conduct
the ablation experiments on ENFS-syn.
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RecEvSR-bi

EventZoom-cr

RecEvSR-cr

Fig. 6. Visual comparisons of ablation on upsampling method and recurrent network.
“bi” means bicubic, “cr” means coordinate relocation. 4× SR results on ENFS-syn are
presented. Zoom in for best view.

Ablation on upsampling method. Compared with bicubic upsampling, here
we investigate how well our coordinate relocation behaves from two perspec-
tives: 1) Can coordinate relocation perform better than bicubic? For fair com-
parisons, we keep the same refinement network except upsampling method. We
choose EventZoom and our proposed RecEvSR as refinement network to ex-
plore how these two upsampling tools perform. As shown in Tab. 3, EventZoom-
cr/RecEvSR-cr perform favorably against EventZoom-bi/RecEvSR-bi for 2(4,
8)× SR in terms of RMSE, reinforcing the effectiveness of coordinate reloca-
tion. Particularly, coordinate relocation is more efficient than bicubic in terms
of upsampling time, as shown in Tab. 3. The visual results in Fig. 6 show that
refinement network with coordinate relocation is able to provide more edges that
are suppressed by with bicubic. 2) Can coordinate relocation be combined with
other methods and boost them? In order to validate the generality of coordi-
nate relocation and if it synthesizes well with other methods, we choose “A”
as EventZoom. We show the quantitative results in Tab. 3. As can be seen,
EventZoom-cr shows favorable performance against EventZoom especially for
4(8)× SR, demonstrating the generality of coordinate relocation to boost other
methods. The visual results in Fig. 6 further present that EventZoom-cr provides
more perceptually-satisfying details against EventZoom.
Ablation on recurrent neural network. As aforementioned in Sec. 3.3, we
build a recurrent neural network to model the internal spatiotemporal correlation
of event stream by exploiting the recursive state update mechanism. In order to
validate the effectiveness of our RecEvSR, we keep the same upsampling method
“A”. In such a way, the only different part is the choice of refinement network. It
can be clearly observed from Tab. 3 that, RecEvSR-bi/RecEvSR-cr consistently
surpasses EventZoom-bi/EventZoom-cr in terms of RMSE, demonstrating the
superiority of our RecEvSR. The results in Fig. 6 also provide visual supports.
Ablation on recurrent network components. In order to validate the ef-
fectiveness of the designed components of our recurrent neural network, we ab-
late each sub-network to form different variants to conduct the experiments on
ENFS-syn. As shown in Tab. 4, our network with all sub-networks (model#E)
achieves the best performance compared with other variants for 2× SR.
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Table 6. Quantitative results of downstream applications among bicubic,
SRFBN [35], EventZoom [12], EventZoom-cr and ours on NCars [47] for object recog-
nition and on ENFS-syn for video reconstruction. We evaluate object recognition using
area under curve (AUC) and recognition accuracy (ACC). For video reconstruction,
we show SSIM and LPIPS values. Best in bold, the runner up with underline.

object recognition

Methods
2× 4× 8×

AUC↑ ACC↑ AUC↑ ACC↑ AUC↑ ACC↑
bicubic 57.25 56.46 56.46 55.66 51.11 50.08
SRFBN 57.39 56.54 56.64 55.82 51.32 50.29
EventZoom 55.98 54.99 50.91 49.92 49.93 48.85
EventZoom-cr 60.24 59.44 57.74 56.94 50.59 49.58
Ours 63.65 62.85 62.94 62.24 53.30 52.23

Ref. 85.29 85.23 93.20 93.38 95.33 95.31

video reconstruction
Methods SSIM↑ LPIPS↓ SSIM↑ LPIPS↓ SSIM↑ LPIPS↓
bicubic 0.562 0.399 0.615 0.516 0.607 0.577
SRFBN 0.596 0.397 0.605 0.493 0.602 0.534
EventZoom 0.555 0.413 0.586 0.480 0.582 0.563
EventZoom-cr 0.583 0.393 0.657 0.434 0.593 0.548
Ours 0.609 0.375 0.643 0.422 0.626 0.473

Ablation on training settings. 1) Sequence length. In order to investigate the
influence of length of training sequence clip, we conduct ablation experiments
on ENFS-syn and show the 2× SR results in Tab. 5. Obviously, the longer
the training sequence is, the better results we can achieve. It implies that a
longer training sequence may provide more reliable hidden states, which can be
exploited by our recurrent network. However, longer training sequences result in
high training cost, thus we choose 9 as the sequence length in all our experiments.
2) Data augmentation. We also conduct the ablation experiments on the data
augmentation as discussed in Sec. 4. As shown in Tab. 5, when disabling the
data augmentation, the network shows the performance drop for 2× SR.

6 Downstream Event-driven Applications

Object recognition. We investigate the performance of bicubic, SRFBN [35],
EventZoom [12], EventZoom-cr and our method on object recognition applica-
tion. One popular event-based dataset: NCars [47] are utilized for experiments.
We utilize the coordinate relocation reverse operation to down-sample the orig-
inal event stream for 8×. After that, we perform different SR methods to up-
sample the LR event stream for 2(4, 8)×. Then we conduct object recognition
using the benchmark classifier proposed in [17]. Tab. 6 presents the evaluation
results. We report area under curve (AUC) and accuracy (ACC) for evalua-
tion. The row “Ref.” means using the event stream directly down-sampled from
the original event stream, which is the upper-bound. It can be observed from
row “Ref.” that AUC (ACC) intensifies as the resolution of the input event
stream increases, demonstrating that higher resolution gives rise to better per-
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Fig. 7. Visual comparisons of video reconstruction among bicubic, SRFBN [35],
EventZoom [12], EventZoom-cr and ours on ENFS-syn. Zoom in for best view.

formance. As for the performance of different SR methods, we can see that our
RecEvSR achieves the best performance compared with other methods. Further-
more, EventZoom-cr outperforms EventZoom by a large margin especially for
4(8)× SR, validating the effectiveness of upsampling with coordinate relocation.
Video reconstruction.We also evaluate bicubic, SRFBN [35], EventZoom [12],
EventZoom-cr and our method on video reconstruction application. ENFS-syn is
employed for this task, because it provides the synchronized ground-truth frames
for comparison. The E2VID [45] is chosen as the benchmark algorithm for event-
to-video reconstruction with the evaluation metrics of SSIM and LPIPS. Tab. 6
shows the numerical results. Obviously, our method achieves the best result in
terms of SSIM and LPIPS for 2(4, 8)× SR except that EventZoom-cr shows
best SSIM for 4× SR. Comparing EventZoom with EventZoom-cr, we can see
the significant performance boost achieved by EventZoom-cr, further validating
the superiority of the combination of EventZoom and coordinate relocation on
video reconstruction. The visual results in Fig. 7 clearly show that our method
achieves perceptually fine details, in contrast to the artifacts produced by bicubic
and EventZoom. We present more visual results in the supplementary document.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a recurrent neural network for event SR without assis-
tance of frames, which suits for large factor SR. Two elaborate components, i.e.,
a temporal propagation net and a spatiotemporal fusion net, are built, leading to
effective correlation and aggregation of event-aware contexts that enhance event
SR. We demonstrate the visually-satisfying event SR results even up to 16× both
on synthetic and real-world datasets and validate the superiority of our method
against the state-of-the-art methods with extensive experiments, quantitatively
and qualitatively. Superior performance is also achieved by our method on two
downstream event-driven tasks.
Acknowledgements. We acknowledge funding from National Key R&D Pro-
gram of China under Grant 2017YFA0700800, National Natural Science Foun-
dation of China under Grants 61901435, 62131003 and 62021001.
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